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[image: Brian Kidwell]
Brian Kidwell1711924377

Quick return. Everything worked as expected.



[image: Travis Greene]
Travis Greene1710638530

I shipped off my instrument cluster standard UPS on Monday and received my repaired instrument cluster on Saturday. I had the gauges fixed, added a transmission temp gauge, and replaced the back lighting with LEDs. It turned out great! Everything works and the new lighting is awesome! Great job with a quick turnaround!



[image: Nathaniel Moore]
Nathaniel Moore1710543529

Speed, Quality, Price and communication all excellent👍👍



[image: Joe Hurley]
Joe Hurley1709862736

Sent Todd my cluster. Fixed it super fast and he sent it back ASAP. I'm very impressed. Works like it did when the cluster was brand new. He will be getting any future gauge repairs of mine.



[image: Andy Rutledge]
Andy Rutledge1709583553

Super friendly and fast fast fast.  Above all superior quality work.  I'm mad at myself for how long I have lived with malfunctioning guages.



[image: Charles M]
Charles M1707956810

Great service and great products. Friendly service and very knowledgeable. Would definitely recommend Todd to anyone looking to improve there dash cluster. I’ll definitely be back if I need anything in future.



[image: Dynamite Coast]
Dynamite Coast1706321495

04 GMC Sierra cluster with parasitic drain (about 200mA)...we sent it out to GM Gauge Repair. Sent it out on Thurs 1-18, they received it Mon 1-22. They repaired the cluster, boxed it up, and UPS'd back to me the same day! Received it today, 1-26. So, only 8 days total down time! Cluster works perfectly, no drain. I also ordered the LED lighting upgrade, which was totally worth it, looks great! Cluster looks better than new.These guys are legit...highly recommend and would have absolutely no issues using them again! Thanks, Todd! You guys are awesome!



[image: Dave Moore]
Dave Moore1706243904

When Florida can't provide the service, we ship it out to Wisconsin at GM Gauge Repair, back before you know it and certainly long before Florida shops  even open the box.  Job Well Done and Happy to share it with my auto club and GM truck enthusiasts.



[image: Jason Rivera]
Jason Rivera1704932665

Called Todd because it appeared my cluster had been previously opened, he was very straightforward in letting me know as long as whoever had it open before didn’t do a bad DIY job he could fix it. Got it back fast & in perfect working order! Highly recommended!!



[image: Marcus Cooke]
Marcus Cooke1704840048

I bought the service and shipped out on 12/22 didn’t expect to see my gauges back til after new years. I received my package on 12/27. Was blown away on turn around time and couldn’t be happier. Gauges work, happy customer and I have been bragging about this non stop since my dealings with GM Gauge Repair.. Thanks!



[image: David Van Antwerp]
David Van Antwerp1704555103

Fast. Reasonable price. 2003 Silverado instrument cluster works great.



[image: Jeff Werner]
Jeff Werner1704466740

They repaired my 2005 Silverado gauge cluster perfectly, very fast turnaround, and the unit looks like new.  Excellent.



[image: David Nelson]
David Nelson1704242263

My instrument cluster rebuild was performed very quickly and everything works perfectly! The instructions about packing, shipping and payment were easy to understand and the whole process was very smooth. I am very excited that my 2005 Silverado will now pass inspection!



[image: Chris Howard]
Chris Howard1704122891

Shipped it out during holidays and still got it back in a timely manner. Dash was intermittent and now working perfectly with some functions that haven't worked in a long time. Would definitely use again!
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Travis Daerr1703974607

Faster than expected, great service, great instructions, better and brighter than when I purchased my used truck 200k miles ago!
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R R1703378508

Place did a great job, super fast turn around time. Works like a new one. I would highly recommend.



[image: edward dec]
edward dec1703251165

this is our third cluster done by these guys. Great work, very fast and reasonably priced. Thanks you guys are the best



[image: John Aschebrenner]
John Aschebrenner1703108388

Perfection



[image: David Walczak]
David Walczak1702735459

Would highly recommend this service to anyone in need of an instrument cluster repair. Timeline and pricing were very reasonable and my instrument cluster is working like new again. 10/10



[image: Rich Conley]
Rich Conley1701478300

5 Stars without a doubt. I'm sure you are reading these reviews doing your homework. Well good news you only have to read about ten of his five star reviews and know that you will not regret doing business with this company. If you need any of the services this repair company offers I think you'll be satisfied. I just ignored the negative reviews. I don't know what they are talking about. I had to email him after I got my gauges back because the oil pressure gauge was inaccurate. But he was able to explain to me I need a new oil pressure switch on the vehicle. He didn't ignore me and he got back to me in a timely manner. By the way my total turn around time was 6 days. He shipped it back to me the same day he got it. I would highly recommend this business and I will use them in the future if I need anything.
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James Collins1700867432

On my 2008 Suzuki XL7 my instrument cluster had been acting irrational.My speedometer and fuel gauge had been giving me trouble for the past five years. I've been searching for a credible shop to repair my cluster. I read some good and bad reviews from other shops. Decided to go with GM gauge repair. I shipped to Todd from Pa. over one thousand miles one way. Shipped Wed he received Friday, repaired and shipped back same day, as he stated on his website. I received it on Wednesday. I installed it in my car and it works great. I'm an very very satisfied. It was a very timely turnaround. I would highly recommend Todd at GM Gauge Repair also because of the website easily navigated.Sincerely,Jim



[image: Deborah]
Deborah1700357563

My Hummer H2 had ALL KINDS of issues with the dash cluster of gauges. Some of them worked,  and some of them didn't work. At times, my speedometer and tachometer were wildly inaccurate. There was an extremely aggressive parasitic draw within the cluster that was causing my battery to fail within 48 hours.I contacted Todd at GM Gauge Repair and he assured me he could fix my cluster as well as customize it to my liking.I mailed my gauge cluster to GM Gauge Repair and they repaired it,  customized it and MAILED IT OUT THE SAME DAY!!I'm SUPER happy with the way it looks, but more importantly, how well it works now! GM Gauge Repair is a TOP NOTCH repair and customization shop. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND their repair and customization services for ANYONE who is having issues with their GM gauges.My Hummer H2 has a beautiful and ACCURATE dash cluster now, thanks to GM Gauge Repair.



[image: Eric Francis]
Eric Francis1700082467

I got my gauges and LED DIY kits back from Todd yesterday.  I started wiring up the LED kits and noticed that he included a VERY helpful guide that not only goes step by step, but also shows you which way the LEDs are supposed to go in!  Super helpful, and a time saver.The gauges look super crisp and clean, excellent work (US speedo Stealth Stainless w/ blue pointers)  He even helped me out when I failed to order correctly, and made a note to change my order to what I wanted.  He also called me as he was working on the gauges and let me know it was tampered with before, and that he would take care of it if I wanted.  All-around solid guy, and already recommended to a buddy of mine.  Thanks a lot, Todd!



[image: dewayne Goldman]
dewayne Goldman1699047302

I had my ip cluster  rebuilt & had the ip cluster change from dark face to white face , I was impress with the quality of work & the speedy turnaround.  Awesome job
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Thomas Yarborough1698681177

This is an outstanding organization that does quality work at a reasonable price.  Highly recommend them.



[image: TheFFDEP]
TheFFDEP1697921358

The gauge in my 2003 Cadillac Escalade failed completely leaving my information center black after I noticed the gauge accuracy starting to become progressively worse! I called Todd and was assured that the repair would be quickly performed and my cluster returned to me. That is exactly what happened! I sent the gauge in on 10-19-23 and received it back on 10-21-23! I reinstalled tge cluster and it now works perfectly! I recommend Todd and GM Gauge repair wholeheartedly!
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Paul Koeppe1697664658

Great service.  I sent in the cluster on Monday and it was rebuilt and back on Wednesday afternoon.  I put it back it and all gauges work great.   Thanks for the great service.



[image: David]
David1697391393

Thank you for the service, everything you advertize is what you deliver... A first class job done by you.My instrument cluster was down to only the gas gauge being functional.  Now It's like having a new Trailblazer (LOL)Best in the future
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Ryan Bushinski1694176419

Lightning fast turn around.  Cluster looks and works like new.  Very nice job, sir!



[image: Ratt Salad]
Ratt Salad1693846231

Highly satisfied with this service. Gauges look great, work like they should. Wouldn’t send my gauges anywhere else.
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Keith Born1693605555

Thank you for the great service. Turn around time was outstanding! You guys are the best!!
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Zach Nemitz Myer1693446766

Shipped my dash out on Saturday, it arrived on Tuesday and I had it back Wednesday evening. Amazing turn around time and very professional work! Definitely recommend these guys for any GM dash repair.
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Dusten Rolando1692640665

I shipped my instrument panel on Tuesday.. GM gauge repair got it on Wednesday.  Had it fixed and sent back out on Wednesday afternoon.  I got it on Friday. Plugged it in and all works great!  Well worth the money to have it repaired by GM Gauge Repair!!  Thanks!



[image: big j vulcan]
big j vulcan1689288522

It's been almost 4 years since having GM Guage Repair install LED bulbs and installing a trans temp guage on my 2005 GMC Sierra, everything they did on my cluster is working great. Would like to thank Todd for a great job, I would highly recommend him!
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Dennis David1687308784

My gauges are like new.  It was done quickly and at a fair price.  Thank you!
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David Jensen1687305843

Had a few issues with my cluster, including cracked window on the case. They got me sorted very quickly and shipped the unit back same day. A+
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Carson Hampton1686598239

I'd give them 10 starts! Amazing Experience! I will be using them again. Thanks GM Gauge Repair!!!



[image: Donald Payne]
Donald Payne1685130683

GM Gauge Repair did such a fine job. The turnaround was very quick and the work excellent.  My speedo was nonfunctional for quite a while, then the oil pressure gauge quit. The gas gauge was next. It is so amazing to have them working so well. I highly recommend GMGR, they know what they're doing. Thanks so much.
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Chad Daring1683895868

Very Happy!! I waited too long to get mine repaired. I should have done this a long time ago. Changed out the face and added a trans temp gauge. Love the new look.
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JC1681482295

These guys are the best, fast turnaround and the new leds look amazing. Great job!



[image: Robert Graham]
Robert Graham1681344243

WOW! Really, and I mean really fast! They received it 947am and it was back in the mail before 1pm, same day! That is speed! Looks brand new and works perfectly again! Highly recommend!
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Kyle Bennett1681172681

Todd fixed my instrument cluster very quickly and everything works as it should now on our farm truck. Great service at a fair price.



[image: Todd Harrison]
Todd Harrison1680808750

Awesome service!Sent it in and received it back 2 days later, works better than new.2005 Silverado 200 HDLED upgrade was the way to go.
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Jerry Bridges1679585253

1 week from time I shipped my unit for repair until I got it back much thanks to gmgauge repair and ups my unit is so clean and looks brand new but more importantly it works like brand new!
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Steve MacClanahan1679082922

This guy is a specialist at what he does.  My '04 silverado started scrolling languages.  I sent my gauges in and added a transmission temp gauge while it was in there since he mentioned the truck was otherwise already equipped to read trans temp.  He completely rebuilt all my stepper motors and addressed any concerns he saw for the rebuild price. And he included a lifetime warranty!  Excellent service at a reasonable price.  What more can you ask for?  Also thanks Todd for such a fast turnaround.



[image: Jeff]
Jeff1679028213

Can't remember if i ever put a review in for this company. I think it's been over 3 years since they repaired the cluster for my 2011 Impala. Still working great. With the extreme heat we have in Las Vegas,  electronics fail regularly. Batteries too. Every 3 years. Especially on GM vehicles. I'm so happy and very impressed with this business. Many options for customization if you want to go that route also. Turn around is quick. If you want to pay for expedited shipping you can. Mine got back to me in about 8 days using ground shipping. I wasn't in any hurry. Anyways, thank you for the great repair. I've recommended this place to many family members and friends who live in Wisconsin and Minnesota. As well as people here in Nevada. 👍👍
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Robert Burrill1678463050

Sent it out Monday got it back Thursday. Its working great so far Thanks for the fast work and great communication.
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[image: David Haas]
David Haas1708102326

Sent my 04 Silverado 2500HD Gauge Cluster in on a Thursday and got it back the next Wednesday and it works GREAT!  All the gauges work, back lights are bright! After doing a search for a new/rebuilt  cluster prices were $240+. Todd rebuilt my cluster for $150! Including return shipping! Thanks.
P.S. I passed his card on to my local mechanic who has been having trouble getting clusters replaced.
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Chris Woods1653360764

Everyone wanted $150 and up for used gmc cluster. GM gauge repair was less than used and did a great job. I will let everyone know.  And very quick turn around.  More than happy with their work.



[image: Taylor Diehl]
Taylor Diehl1611239695

5 star service. Todd has supplied me with fast shipping and responses on orders for almost a year now.  I will continue to use GM Gauge Repair as my main supplier for LEDs and cluster repair parts. I have yet to have one of these bulbs fail.
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MaryEllen Woolf-Higgins1606005197

I highly recommend them. they did our truck and I'm super happy
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Sharren LaGore1604142310

Fast turn around and cluster works flawlessly!



[image: Michael Lee]
Michael Lee1597090300

Todd repaired my cluster properly after another guys attempt! Great work! LED's are nice. Quick turn around just like he says.
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Adam Matuszek1582050659

Very prompt response! A++



[image: Tony Wamboldt]
Tony Wamboldt1576111454

Cluster looks like new after getting it back. Sent out Friday, got there Monday and had a tracking number that night. Got it back today and back in my truck. Bright, clean and a million times better from what it was.  Thank you for the great work and the fast turn around time!
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Jen Frederick Codr1565979823

Recommend big time!!!! Sent the cluster Wednesday. Back in my hands already on Friday before noon. Works PERFECT. Highly recommend. 👍👍👍



[image: Austin Riewer]
Austin Riewer1554774564

I shipped out my cluster on a Tuesday morning and by Wednesday afternoon it was done! Very fast service!! (Shipping back and fourth takes the longest) Todd does great work, he did a complete rebuild with LED lights and added a transmission temp gauge. Looks great, I am very pleased and he is very reasonably priced. Thanks again! 

Austin 
2004 Silverado
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Tyler Juergens1552608576

sent my cluster out on Monday got it back on Wednesday great service and everything works as it should and the blue LEDs I got make it look cool already recommend to a few buddy's of mine
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Eric's Hired Hands1552230215

Todd did a great job on my instrument cluster. Quick turnaround, like having a new "face" on my dash, know what gear I'm in now, everything bright again at night.  Added the transmission gauge and have a new confidence when towing.
Decent price for a great service.
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Justin Wallace1541273127

Todd was helpful & responsive before the sale. Then did a great job on my cluster and had him add the transmission temp gauge too. Very nice work! And Super Fast turn around too! I’d definitely use him in the future! Thanks!
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John Howell1541050562

awesome job couldn't be happier.. super fast turn around too
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Nick Niemela1539306418

Great place, super fast service. Sent in on a Tuesday and got it back on a Thursday. My cluster looks great! They rebuilt everything and added LEDs to mine.
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Louis Pascarella1538669544

Very happy with the work done by Gm Gauge Repair, pretty much all my gauges stopped working and kept loosing power completely and dim lighting, super fast turn around time, I’m in NY so it took 3 days , i sent it out on Tuesday evening they received it on Friday Morning, by the afternoon i got an update from FedEx that it was in the process of being shipped, i then received my gauges on Wed late morning. I installed the cluster and all the gauges now work and i even upgraded to the Blue LEDs and they look awesome! Thank you for doing great work , i fully recommend GM Gauge Repair! 03 Chevy Silverado 2500HD Duramax
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Logan Elliott1533307449

Sent in Monday for repair arrived Wednesday sent out Wednesday received friday. Quick turn around works like new and great customer service!!
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Austin Neis1516386897

Drove up there about 3 hours to have my gages fixed and new faceplate and lens installed, Todd did great work and I had my new cluster back in my truck in about 30 mins.
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Butch Spisak1512440108

Sent my cluster to be repaired. Very speedy service and everything working fine. So nice to have it working again.



[image: Ray Rivas]
Ray Rivas1507820548

I researched for some time looking for a reputable company to send my cluster out to. Came across GM Gague Repair and felt comfortable enough to send an expensive Cadillac Escalade cluster for a rebuild and LED conversion. Todd was easy to work with and gave his suggestions to different color LEDs and overlay combos. I sent the cluster out on a Monday morning and I received it back on Tuesday end of day. Granted I'm in the next state over but he did tell me he will send it back repaired on the same day he receives it. All lights including PRNDL display and guages work properly and are bright. Todd has earned my business and should yours as well.
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Brian VanSant1501583232

I sent my cluster in . Had it repaired.  Easy process everything is working as good as new.  I would recommend this to everybody. !!!!!!!!!!
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			We sell gauge faces, DIY LED kits, pointers and more on Ebay.
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